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ABSTRACT
In his book In a Better World? Public Reason and Biotechnologies Elvio Baccarini employs public reason argument to justify legitimate use of genetic interventions. According to his argument policies of genetic interventions are legitimate if and only if they (i) correct generally recognized genetic impairments and disabilities; (ii) add talents without removing other talents; and (iii) enhance given or added talents without removing any other. In my discussion I find third requirement problematic. But, even if there is suitable public reason answer to this worry I believe that it still has problems connected to justice of such policies if they will be only affordable to higher classes of society. I claim that in these circumstances we have good reasons to ban such interventions. I try to argue that this ban is not the form of levelling down objection; that these policies will endanger social bases of self-respect and that we have good reasons to believe that if such technologies are available the scope of distributive justice changes to include distribution of talents.
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It is a great privilege to have an opportunity to discuss Baccarini's book In a Better World? Public Reason and Biotechnologies. This book, concerning issues it raises, is a pioneering work. Here we have many biotechnological topics (such as genetic interventions, cloning, extension of human lifespan, and bioenhancement) evaluated from the point of view of public reason liberalism in one place. It is thus a great contribution to bioethics and to political philosophy. It also presents how these two areas greatly overlap and enrich each other. In this paper, I will focus mainly on political philosophy.

Baccarini’s book presents answers of liberal theory to possible (and probable) developments in biotechnologies. I believe this is very important because it reaches to the core of liberal conceptions of justice, of what liberal conception of justice takes as given, what it strives to change and what it considers a part of its own ideal. What I have in mind are what Rawls following Hume calls circumstances of justice – scarcity of natural resources and a fact of permanent pluralism (Rawls 1999, 109-110). Thus, we have to arrange just world in circumstances where we have to distribute goods that are limited and we have to do it by respecting deep and irreconcilable disagreement on values. Baccarini’s book shows in what way these two facts should be distinguished. The fact of scarcity of natural resources is given, but if possible it should be overcome. For this purpose, we use and develop biotechnologies, to overcome some inner limitations of our given nature. But, the fact of pluralism is not something that should be overcome. In contrast to natural limitations, fact of pluralism is a part of ideal liberal theory. No matter how strongly we strive to overcome scarcity in natural resources, we should always keep in mind that this has to be worked out by respecting pluralism of conceptions of good to which persons in this world of abundance will adhere to.

For this reason, Baccarini decides to justify policies that allow or forbid use of biotechnologies by the idea of public reason. It requires that in justifying policies and laws we should appeal only to political values that can be presented as public reasons and to forms of reasoning found in common sense. Also, according to Baccarini, we can, in certain circumstances, use scientific beliefs even if they are considered to be controversial in a sense that there is no full scientific consensus on their truth (18). This strikes me as one of the important contributions of this book to Rawlsian public reason view because this issue – place of science in public justification – has not been much discussed.

Baccarini’s great contribution to discussion about public reason is his account of wide scope of public reason. According to this view, we should use public reason view of justification “to all decisions on public laws and policies and not solely to constitutional essentials” (14). In his approach, he also accepts certain elements of Colin Farrelly’s and Jonathan Wolff’s contextualism. They emphasize that when defending certain policies, philosophers should take actual beliefs of agents seriously, as well as empirical data and all other important details that can help us start from where we are and not from a certain set of ideal circumstances. This implies, I believe, that we can use public reason justification to justify particular policies in actual circumstances which are usually very far away from just basic structure of
society. In other words, it seems to me that Baccarini accepts a view according to which we must justify lower level policies in line with public reason even though higher level institutional scheme (basic structure) is not arranged according to the principles of justice (I have in mind primarily the difference principle or some other principle of economic reciprocity). This view distinguishes him from other public reason liberals. For example, John Rawls drew a parallel between public reason and principles of justice. They are both selected under the veil of ignorance and so there is no point in separating them. Furthermore, Rawls thought that public reason should apply only to constitutional essentials and matters of basic justice, allowing that in ordinary politics we can appeal to more perfectionistic values. Another important philosopher in Rawlsian public reason tradition, Jonathan Quong, argues the same as Baccarini, that public reason justification applies to ordinary politics as well (Quong 2011). However, contrary to Baccarini, he holds that principles of justice must be justified first by the same political values that give content to public reason. He defends public reason in circumstances of ideal constituency of fully reasonable citizens abstracting from beliefs of actual citizens. Thus, even though Quong goes further than Rawls in widening the scope of public reason, the first step in his justificatory structure is basic structure and description of citizens to whom such justification is directed. Baccarini’s approach, by following Farrelly and Wolff, bypasses idealization of citizens in well-ordered society but also a requirement to arrange the basic structure according to principles of justice first, in order to apply public reason justification. In other words, Baccarini’s approach is that we can have requirements of public reason in actual social arrangements and defend public reason as part of well-ordered society. This approach has some appeals in context of issues he raises. When confronted with new technological possibilities, we must find theoretical apparatus of justifying new policies. We simply do not have time to change the basic structure. And if the best justification is public reason justification, then Baccarini tries to use it in approaching these new issues. In discussing most biotechnological issues, it is evident that his approach has certain advantages over discussions of such issues in ideal circumstances. However, this should be a critical discussion, so I will focus on one issue where I do not believe his approach has advantage over the approach that focuses on the arrangement of basic structure first and only after basic structure is justly arranged, on particular policy. The issue I have in mind is discussion of legitimacy of possible technologies of genetic intervention (GI) and genetic enhancement (GE).
First, I will briefly present possible general problem for Baccarini’s approach which I think can be presented in the form of the problem of the second best. Then, I will focus on certain worries I have with Baccarini’s discussion of legitimacy of GE/GI policies.

Baccarini’s approach, as already said, takes one element, that is, public reason justification, to be operative, without first satisfying another requirement usually taken to go with it, and that is a requirement of just basic structure. There is a possible danger that this approach could take a form of the problem of the second best—“The problem of the second best, in general terms, is the fact (when it is one) that when one number of desiderata is not satisfied, the other desiderata are no longer appropriate” (Estlund 2008, 190). As an example of this problem, we can take Rawls’s discussion of taxation. Rawls argues for avoiding income taxation and instead adopting expenditure tax (Rawls 2001, 161). But his argument should be clearly understood in context of well-ordered society where the difference principle is satisfied at a level of basic structure primarily by dispersion of wealth and property. Accepting his argument in actual circumstances in which basic structure is not arranged according to the difference principle would bring even more injustice than there is now. This is the reason why we should not apply the difference principle to every policy in isolation but “to meet the difference principle once the whole family of policies is given” (Ibidem). It seems to me that this can be problematic when applying requirements of public reason primarily concerned with pluralism of conceptions of good as one aspect of egalitarian liberal theory in situation in which social arrangement is far from satisfying distributive justice as another aspect of egalitarian liberal theory. Of course, this is the case only if the policy we are trying to justify has impact on both pluralism and egalitarianism. Policies concerned with GI/GE are precisely that kind of policies. Thus I believe that if we focus solely on public reason argument in order to justify such technological interventions and conclude that this policy is justified even in our actual circumstances, we fall into the problem of the second best. We satisfy one desiderata of well−ordered society (public reason) but this can move us even further from the achieving well−ordered society, because other desiderata (egalitarian basic structure) are not satisfied. As already said, my worry with Baccarini’s discussion of GE is that it can be presented as such problem.

First, I will raise some worries I have with justifying GE to its recipients. Baccarini’s first aim is to justify GI to recipients of such technologies. This justification concerns only the idea of reasonable pluralism of conceptions of good. Namely, can GI endanger autonomy of a recipient in a sense of her
capacity to form and revise her conception of good? I agree with Baccarini that parents do not have the right to prenatally manipulate their children in a sense of making certain reasonable conceptions of good unavailable to them. For example, I believe Baccarini would agree that if there is a possibility that parents genetically (or hormonally) intervene in sexual orientation of their children, it should be forbidden because it directly influences an important aspect of autonomy of a future free and equal citizen. In this case it is better to be under the influence of natural lottery (which is outside of the scope of justice) than to be modelled by someone’s perfectionistic reasons that are reasonable to reject (which can be a clear instance of injustice). It is important to note that Baccarini is not concerned with a question of what parents are morally justified to do or not to do to their children, but more importantly, with what is society obligated to allow or forbid by law that parents can do to its future citizens. I accept his answer to this question – “genetic engineering is legitimate if, and only if, it is used (i) in order to eliminate some generally recognised disabilities; and (ii) in order to add talents without eliminating other talents” (61). In this way we avoid drastic conclusion that everything that is given by natural lottery, including disabilities, should be respected, but we also do not intervene in changing what is given, but are simply adding new potentials. I agree with him that this is justified by public reason. If the ideal to which public reason strives is freedom in forming reasonable conception of good, then there is no reason to exclude intrapersonal expansion of available options by adding more talents or by removing obstacles of natural lottery in realizing desired conception of good, if the technologies should be available. It seems to me that what also follows from Baccarini’s discussion is that he accepts the third requirement for legitimacy of genetic engineering as well, and that is that beside eliminating disabilities and adding talents it is also legitimate to (iii) enhance given talents or enhance added talents without eliminating other. I find it that he accepts this requirement because he also talks about “super-Jordans” and “super-Einsteins” (79). But, this third requirement can raise certain problems that former two avoid. Namely, what happens if parents decide to enhance desired added talent that will thus be much stronger than naturally given talents of the recipient? It seems to me that in this case recipient can complain that injustice has been done because she was modelled according to perfectionistic reasons of her parents. She was modelled because, in this case, talents were not simply added to expand options but they were rather formed according to someone else’s desires and values. Recipient can reasonably complain why this particular talent or trait

2 Baccarini also points out, I think correctly, that we cannot make analogy between
(physical or psychological) was not only added but also considerably enhanced in comparison to other naturally given talents she got through natural lottery. This complaint is different from other possible complaints like “Why some other talent was not added?” because adding talents simply expands options and I agree with Baccarini that “nobody has the right to get everything that she wants” (67). But the case we are discussing is not adding something to natural lottery, it is intervening in it. So, we are not talking about the justification of omission, but of morally more important justification of doing something.

I believe this is particularly problematic for Baccarini’s proposal because he does not only refer to some set of primary goods which we can technologically manipulate, such as health, vigour, imagination and intelligence but also on extended list of more particular physical and psychological talents and traits (68). Can we enhance someone’s particular trait such as height without closing some options to him, for example to be a formula series driver or a jockey (and it is particularly problematic if prior to intervention he was not so tall)? The problem is even more serious if there is a psychological fact that we enjoy more, and thus prefer more, engagement in activities for which we are talented. (I do not claim that there is such connection, but it is not unreasonable to suppose there is). If this is the case, then by enhancing our talents, our preferences are also modelled by someone else’s desires. I believe that knowing that this has happened before we were born strongly influences our autonomy in a sense of forming our conception of good. It seems to me that reply cannot be that this is not a problem because in this case we actually do what we prefer. In other words, it is not important how we got our preferences because all we are aware of are our preferences and we are satisfied in realizing them. This cannot be a good answer because why not then allow parents to change sexual orientation of their children through genetic (or hormonal) intervention? Majority of people take their sexual preferences as given and try to realize them, no matter whether they are heterosexual or homosexual. But, as we have already seen, this kind of intervention cannot be justified by public reason. Thus, it seems that by accepting enhancement of added talents, Baccarini must provide an answer to this kind of worries.

But even if such GE can be defended in the face of reasonable pluralism by public reasons alone, still there is another problem which I mentioned above modelling we cannot avoid, such as choosing school or activities for our child, and modelling we can avoid, such as this one with GE technologies (66). Simply, in former case we cannot avoid making decisions about child’s name because someone must make the decision and the child is not suitable to do it. In the latter case we can avoid making such decisions.
as the problem of the second best. Possible problem is that even if we justify GE in circumstances of reasonable pluralism, can this give legitimacy to such policies in circumstances of actual societies marked by great socio-economic inequalities and inequalities of opportunities? Crucial fact is that such interventions will probably be “very expensive and accessible only to elite” (69). They will “probably increase existing social inequalities by increasing competitive advantage” (Ibidem). Nevertheless, Baccarini is opposed to banning GE for these reasons, and instead demands that such inequalities are dealt with by the regulations (70). As far as I understand, he does not consider regulations as first changing basic structure of society because then his discussion would be different. He does not say that equality of opportunity or the difference principle should be realized first and then GE allowed. Thus, it seems that regulations he primarily has in mind are instruments we already have – such as paying more tax when paying for GE, or maybe higher income tax for a person who has been genetically enhanced. Contrary to Baccarini, I do not think that these regulations are enough to allow GE only to the rich in actual circumstances. I will try to present certain problems that arise from his answers to these worries given in his book (ch. 3) and which are primarily focused on levelling down objection, self-respect, solidarity and finally on whether it satisfies the difference principle. One thing I have to note prior to the discussion is that I agree that genetic interventions aiming at removing genetic diseases or disabilities should be allowed if possible in actual circumstances even if only higher class could afford them. It would be cruel to the possible recipients of such interventions not to allow these interventions because other people cannot afford them. Thus, when I talk about genetic interventions I refer only to genetic enhancement of given or added talents. More precisely, what I have in mind is primarily enhancement of general cognitive abilities and faculties such as IQ or creativity.

Baccarini’s first reply to the argument for banning GE on the premises of social inequalities it raises is that egalitarians should be cautious not to fall in a trap of levelling down objection (70). Levelling down objection is directed against a claim that equality is intrinsically good. This objection claims that if equality is intrinsically good, then it can have implausible consequences. Namely, the situation in which everyone is equally worse-off is better than situation of inequality in which everyone is better-off but some group is even better-off than others. Baccarini is right in saying that egalitarians should be

3 Of course, it is questionable whether this second measure is just because then we will have to categorize people in terms of their talents and then tax them and not solely on their input to social cooperation. Thus, I suppose Baccarini would not accept this second measure.
cautious of not falling prey of levelling down objection. We must keep in mind that egalitarianism makes sense only if it strives to more welfare for everyone and not less. We care about equality precisely because more welfare is better than less and if more welfare for everyone demands certain inequalities, then these inequalities are justified. This kind of reasoning is also behind the difference principle. However, I do not see how levelling down objection affects argument against GE in actual circumstances. I do not see how allowing GE to the already rich and advantaged raises welfare of all, because this is the most important aspect for the plausibility of levelling down objection. Baccarini’s answer is that we can think of consequences of GE as of “the development of economy, better management of society, as well as easier discoveries of cures for diseases” (81) which are benefits for everyone. But, I am sceptical about this answer. It is not clear if Baccarini is talking about a mere possibility of these consequences for everyone or about probabilities. If it is a mere possibility then we can confront it with another possibility – that the rich will have better products for themselves, the rich will have better management for their activities or better medicine for their diseases. This other scenario has even more empirical evidence so far. 1970’s neo-liberal policies were directed toward a possibility that “raising tide will lift all boats” and that by opening new perspectives for already rich will have a spill-over effect to the less advantaged. After forty-five years of this kind of policies there is much empirical evidence that this simply did not happen (Piketty 2013; Barry 2005). Therefore I believe that relying on possibilities of new spill-over is very questionable. Maybe we can make it probable that optimistic scenario will be realized. We can socially direct the genetically enhanced to do things that will raise welfare of all. But this solution presents a different set of problems for justice. It can imply huge social interventions into autonomy of the enhanced to exercise their enhanced capabilities in socially desirable way. This is certainly something that public reason will not allow, but it also implies drastic change in the basic structure. Another way is to make educational environment such that the enhanced would have the best means for developing their talents. The best way to do this is that enhanced children are automatically enrolled in schools appropriate to their abilities (if it would be necessary at all, because if parents have money for GE they would supposedly have money for private schools). And this will most likely lead to strong social

---

4 Difference principle requires that social and economic inequalities be arranged so as to maximize the share of primary goods (income and wealth, powers and positions of office, social bases of self-respect) that goes to the least advantaged members of society.
stratification, class division and social immobility. There are many other ways of raising IQ, for example, of actual children living in actual conditions, by changing educational circumstances, so if our worry is having smarter citizens to make better society, then we should focus on these instruments and not on giving the already advantaged even more advantages (Nisbett 2009). Thus, I doubt that we can clearly see how banning GE in actual circumstances reduces welfare of everyone and thus presents levelling down objection. On the other hand, simply reducing more welfare to the already advantaged cannot be example of levelling down objection. This is something that egalitarians usually argue for when they discuss issues like private health care or private education.

There is also a good public reason argument for not allowing more welfare to the already advantaged. One of important political values that give content to public reason is fairness. It simply does not seem fair to allow even more advantage to a group that is already advantaged. Of course, for this argument to work it is important to talk of comparative advantage and I believe that higher cognitive ability certainly is a comparative advantage. It seems quite clear that better cognitive ability (and also knowledge by others of having this ability better than average) is a kind of good that strongly influences one’s social standing. Thus, it is not true that if a certain group of people enhances their cognitive ability but leaves you at the same place as before their enhancement occurred, that your position has not been worsen. We must keep in mind that here we are not discussing outstanding individuals as in actual circumstances but substantial class of people that would be genetically enhanced and this class is defined by their material resources. In these new circumstances I believe that Brian Barry is right in saying that "commonplace view...that, as long as you stay in the same place materially, you cannot be made worse-off by falling further and further behind the majority of your fellow citizens"(173) is wrong. And we do not only have to take just material resources as important. Norms that define our social standing are of equal importance. Barry illustrates this with the effect of having good teeth (Ibidem). Barry says that "(u)ntil some point after the Second World War the alignment of people’s teeth depended on the work of nature”. With new, but expensive dental technology “rows of gleaming regular teeth became middle – class prerogative”. The consequences were that “to be snaggle-toothed is to be looked down on.” Thus, even though people who could not afford dentist did not change their behaviour after the discovery of new dental technologies, they

---

I say most likely because this happened already in UK when they tried to implement similar policies in 1940’s and 1950’s (Barry 2005, 115 – 116).
have lost their social standing. I believe that in the context of GE, where it is possible that enhanced intelligence would become high-class prerogative, being “not intelligent enough” would become a sign of loss in social standing. It seems to me that cognitive ability is not a kind of good that you can provide to one group of people, without making another worse-off. Thus, I believe that levelling down objection cannot be applied to this kind of objection.

Another problem, closely connected with the previous one is a problem of possible loss of self-respect. Baccarini rejects this consideration as problematic. I believe his rejection of this problem is in one instance correct, but problematic in another. It is certainly correct in saying that differences in natural talents and especially cognitive abilities by itself do not reduce self-respect. Many people do not lose sense of their self-worth by being aware that they are not as intelligent as Einstein, Turing or Eisenstein. Thus, I agree that problem of self-respect cannot be stated simply by saying that there will be huge differences in talents. But, there are two further questions that can have impact on self-respect – how do these differences occur and how are they regulated in social cooperation? Baccarini’s reply to these worries is:

“(I) do not know of any indication that the redistribution of resources as part of public policies in the actual world is the cause of diffused loss of self-respect for those members of the population who are beneficiaries of these redistributions. Obviously, this is a matter of empirical research. Before formulating hypotheses for the possible new conditions, it would be necessary to have data about the actual situation” (73).

But, this reply raises certain problems. First we need a clear concept of self-respect if we are going to do empirical research. I believe that in Rawlsian political conception of justice, which is a political framework that Baccarini accepts, it is not easy to define that concept. Rawls wrote a lot on self-respect and changed his opinion on it, but in his latest formulation of political conception of justice he made it clear that it is not “an attitude toward oneself, but the social bases of self-respect that count as a primary good” (Rawls 2001, 60). Thus, self-respect is not an actual attitude we have and something we can empirically research, but a normative concept. Social bases of self-respect are not necessary conditions of self-respect, but rather something like determinants of self-respect. As Moriarty says, “(i)n their absence, people are much less likely to have self-respect, but it is not certain that they will not have it” (Moriarty 2009, 443). It is possible to find empirically that in racist society black people have strong sense of their self-worth (they can acquire it in church, family or other associations) but surely this will not tell us that social bases of self-respect exist in such society. So, it seems to me that we must
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approach the problem of self-respect as something more independent from empirical findings. This is particularly important if we are concerned with policies that are about to drastically change perception of ourselves, and I believe that GE affordable only to rich is such policy.

In actual circumstances, losing self-respect because others have more talents is not connected to social bases of self-respect. We can say to a person who claims that she suffers from a loss of self-respect because others have more talents and that society should arrange it differently that she behaves irrationally. The reason is simply that these differences are not caused by the society but by natural lottery. The origin of differences in talents is outside of the scope of social justice. But, if we allow GE and if we know that only a certain group, that is already privileged, can afford it, then the situation changes. In this case it is not irrational to claim that loss of self-respect due to differences in talents is caused by social bases of self-respect. We have collectively decided that one group of citizens would be more talented or intelligent than another. Concerning cognitive abilities, this is happening even in our actual circumstances. There is body of evidence showing how much economic circumstances and educational opportunities influence cognitive abilities in early childhood (Barry 2005, ch. 5). If we consider this fact as unjust and if we consider that this can undermine social bases of self-respect (which I think is hard to refute even if these persons are not aware of it), then I think that this refers to GE even more.

Further, I do not agree with Baccarini that redistribution of material resources through taxes can solve problems caused by GE. Again, we must keep in mind that we are not any more talking about outstanding individuals but of substantial number of people who could afford such technologies. If we care about social efficiency (as we should), it would be rational to educate them for higher and more responsible social positions. It would simply be irrational to deliberately give certain important and responsible position to someone who we know is genetically and cognitively inferior to a candidate from cognitively superior group. It is easy to imagine that this group of people could acquire sense of superiority, and that another group of people could acquire sense of servility. This is not a mere speculation. Herrnstein and Murray wrote the well-known book The Bell Curve in which they claim that there is a strong correlation between social status and IQ because of assortative mating. Due to their habits, members of higher social groups had

But even in actual societies there are empirical findings on how the sense of self-respect of beneficiaries of redistribution is affected by how and for what reasons they receive these benefits (Rothstein 2010, 453 – 454).
children only with other members of the same group. After a certain period, sorting by cognitive ability occurred and that is an explanation why social status correlates with IQ. Herrnstein and Murray’s explanation excluded environmental factors of difference in IQ. Now, even though there have been many discussions about accuracy of their findings, Brian Barry notes that this book is still popular primarily because it told the rich whites things they already thought about themselves but did not know how to say (Barry 2005, 234). This scenario becomes even more vivid in cases of GE because these people would know that they are smarter than others, because after all, their parents paid for it. Others would know that they are not as smart as them. Thus, they also know that they become beneficiaries of redistribution (cash compensation through taxes) because they are not intelligent (according to the new level of intelligence acquired only by the rich). This clearly looks like the case of buying the superiority and more respected and important social status. I believe that Rawls is therefore cautious in not presenting difference principle as only concerned by private material benefit. We should understand social bases of self-respect as primary good that constrains the circumstances under which material resources are transferred. Because of these reasons, I do not agree with Baccarini that cooperation in GE society will have “exactly the meaning of cooperation between Einstein, Jordan and Callas and average people in the actual world” (79). He further says that “they need(ed) somebody to provide them food (let’s say farmers), to build the houses in which they live(d), policemen who care(d) about their security, etc” (Ibidem). It seems to me that this cooperation would not have the same meaning. In actual circumstances farmers, policemen etc., do not have reason to believe that it is (un)just that Einstein, Jordan or Callas have better talents than themselves. It is, on the contrary, the cooperation between free and equal citizens who share its benefits and burdens on the basis of their input which is significantly caused by natural lottery. But, in GE society they would be in important way determined to be farmers or policemen, or other service-providers to those whose parents could pay for them to be the genetic elite. This picture is similar to cooperation in aristocratic society even though lower classes are better paid and live in better material circumstances. It seems to me that they should complain about inadequate social bases of self-respect in such a society even if they are not aware of it.

I am also not certain whether this could be only a short-term problem that would influence only few generations of future citizens who would not be able to pay for GE. I believe there is no reason to be optimistic about solidarity and egalitarian stance of enhanced people in the future. In actual circumstances
where there is no technology of enhancing cognitive ability, the best we can do is to see the political attitudes of persons who have had an opportunity to develop their cognitive abilities in suitable environment. I think that it is reasonable to suppose that opportunity for good education is very important factor of such environment. Furthermore, the results of empirical research of political attitudes of highly educated Americans recently reported by Peter Levine are not very optimistic. His conclusion is that educated Americans are mostly liberal, but not egalitarian. Levine claims that “instead they are quite comfortable with their advantages, even as they endorse position (we can) call liberal” (Levine 2015). Surveys show that most highly educated Americans do not favour equality of opportunity strongly. We can suppose that situation is even worse with more demanding principles such as the difference principle. Similar findings are reported by Thomas Piketty when he cites research on attitudes of economic and educated elite in USA and Europe toward their merit and political issues (Piketty 2013, 417 - 418). He reports that they usually emphasize tolerance toward differences, but also their merit and effort in comparison to lower classes. And they do it despite all empirical evidence on importance of inherited wealth and social immobility. I do not see how this attitudes could change if genetically enhanced people came solely from a group that has such attitudes. Especially since their genes had been paid for in the same way as for their education and other social advantages. This is important reason why GE technologies should be allowed only if everyone has equal opportunity to use them, either if they would be free of charge in actual circumstances or available to everyone at reasonable prices after the basic structure of actual societies has been changed.

Finally, it seems to me that our understanding of what falls under the scope of distributive justice will be changed if GE technologies become possible. From the point of view of (egalitarian liberal) distributive justice it is equally morally arbitrary if a person is born into a higher social class or with more natural talents. From the perspective of justice, a person does not own all the wealth she was born into. Inheritance can and should be taxed with the aim of decreasing inequalities in wealth. However, situation is different with natural talents. In contrast to wealth, we completely own talents with which we are born. The reason is that our genes are not a question of justice, so it cannot be questionable whether it is just to be born with certain talents. The question for justice is only how do we employ our talents and how are products of our talents going to be distributed. But with GE technologies, genes and talents become more similar to wealth. Justice then becomes concerned not only with employment of talents and benefiting from them, but with just distribution of
talents in the same way as it is concerned with just distribution of wealth. Thus, principles of distributive justice like the difference principle do not apply to outcomes of talents but to distribution of talents. Of course, because freedom of personal integrity has a priority over difference principle, we cannot question ownership of talents. In this situation, a person would, just like nowadays, fully own her talents. But basic freedoms do not imply that, if GE technologies are available, parents have freedom to enhance their children irrespectively to distributive justice. In the same way as they do not have freedom to transfer all their wealth to them. And it is even easier to apply it to possible new distributive goods such as talents than to wealth, because distributing wealth in this point in history would demand policies many citizens would be against due to already accumulated wealth in private hands. With GE technologies we could have an opportunity for a clean start from the beginning. I do not see why we should start in a different way.

As I already mentioned at the beginning of this paper, I think that Baccarini’s book is a huge contribution both to bioethics and political philosophy, especially when it comes to discussions of possible development of Rawlsian public reason liberalism. In this paper, I focused on just one topic from the book that I find problematic. On other issues Baccarini discusses I agree with his conclusions and therefore I did not mention them. I hope that worries raised in this paper will contribute to his further elaboration of this topic.
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